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Case Study

Working From Home with Minimal Resources & Unique Needs  

| Olivier Palatre Architects share their Splashtop story 

Summary
Due to COVID19, many businesses in France were forced to turn to 
digital technology to replace the traditional office.

Olivier Palatre, lead architect and principal at Olivier Palatre 
Architects, explains how his team explored several alternatives 
before choosing Splashtop Business Access – a remote access 
software solution that enables organizations to work from home and 
provide remote support to employees. 

About Olivier Palatre Architects 

 

Founded in 2006 and headquartered 
in Paris, Olivier Palatre Architects is 
an award-winning architect firm lead 
by Olivier Palatre – A lead architect in 
modern and urban design, recognized 
in Europe 40 Under 40 as one of the 
next generations of architects and 
designers who will impact the future 
of living, working environments, cities 
and rural areas.

Olivier’s agency projects range from 
abstract to industrial, residential, and 
commercial design pieces. Recent 
projects include the National Museum 
of Asian arts and Etoile Voltaire. 
 
Learn more about Olivier Palatre 
Architects.

Splashtop, Inc.
www.splashtop.com

https://www.splashtop.com/business
http://www.olivierpalatre.com/agence
http://www.olivierpalatre.com/agence
https://www.splashtop.com/


Challenge: Ensuring Continuity while Going Digital with Minimal 
Resources and Unique Needs
COVID19 has thrown the world in a digital revolution of the traditional 
office, which has left many businesses struggling to adjust to this new 
norm. For Olivier Palatre and his team, this meant finding a way to enable 
the whole team to work from home by remoting into the same computer 
but also having the ability to see each other’s mouse cursors while they 
exchange ideas and debate on architectural designs. While there were 
many solutions on the market, only one met Olivier’s team’s needs.

“We were looking for a remote access solution which would enable us 
to work from home by accessing our desktops remotely,” said Palatre. 
Olivier and his team of 5 architects researched and evaluated a variety of 
software and first choose Teamviewer. Teamviewer did not meet Oliver’s 
team expectations. Remote connections on the same desktop were 
lagging and, as a result, not optimal for running multiple remote sessions. 
It was challenging to manage multiple users simultaneously connecting to 
the same machine, and users could not see each other’s mouse cursors.

While this could be considered as a minor detail, Olivier and his team were 
very detailed oriented. “In all our projects, we like to work on the overall 
geometry and down to the last detail,” said Olivier. Being able to see each 
other’s cursors when working remotely was vital in this level of detail. 
That’s when Splashtop came in.

The Solution: Splashtop Remote Access  
The Right Features at The Right Price and The Right Time
Splashtop offered 4k streaming, low latency, and enabled users to 
simultaneously connect to the same machine without lagging. It also came 
with a feature not common in other remote access software -> the ability 
to see the mouse cursor of all connected remote users in the session. This 
crucial in session-feature allowed Olivier and his team to enjoy the level 
of detail they needed as it allowed to discuss designs in a fluid and fast 
remote access environment.

In addition to these unique features, Splashtop enabled the architecture 
team to receive remote support from their remote IT technician and offered 
quite the competitive pricing. With discounted volume pricing lower than $5 
a month/per user, switching to Splashtop can result in savings of at least 
50% when compared to Teamviewer. That’s why Splashtop is recognized 
as the best value remote access solution in the market.

In the end, “We found that Splashtop was the right tool to meet our unique 
needs because it was competitively priced, simple to use, and included all 
the features to meet our unique needs,” said Olivier.

“We found that Splashtop 
was the right tool because 
it was competitively 
priced, simple to use, and 
included all the features to 
meet our unique needs”

Olivier Palatre

Principal & Lead Architect  
Olivier Palatre Architects 
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Splashtop Business Acess
Splashtop Business Access is 
a remote desktop access tool 
that enables you to access your 
computers on the go.

With it, you can access your 
Windows Mac and Linux 
computers from any other 
Windows, Mac, iOS, Android, or 
Chromebook device.

You’ll be able to control your 
computer and access all your 
applications, files, and data 
while enjoying a 4k streaming 
experience with minimal lagging 
and performance of more than 40 
fps.

Click here for an overview of all 
the features.

https://www.splashtop.com/

